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An O(#) algotith is described for solving algebraic assigment problems. 
In a recent series of papers [lH6]- Burkard and Zimmermann and others have 
introduced an algebraic approach for solving certain etwork flow problems. This 
provides a unifying framework within which otherwise distinct problems can be 
tackled by similar methods. 
In particular the algebraic assignment problem was introduced in Burkard et al. 
[2]. In that paper an 0(m4) algorithm was given for its solution. In Burkard and 
Zimmermann [4] an 0(n3) algorithm was constructed which is a generalisation f 
an algorithm of Tomizawa [lo] for the classic assignment problem. 
This paper gives an O(n3) algorithm which is based on the algorithm of Dinic 
and Kronrod [7]. 
2.TheprQbIem 
The algebraic structure described here was defiared in Burkard and 
Zimmermann [4]. 
Let S be a non-empty set with a binary relation + and an order relation s 
satisfying 
(la) S is totally ordered by G; 
(lb) (S, +) is a commutative s mi-group; 
(lc) S contains an identity e; 
(ld) bae implies asa+b for all a: 
(le) a < b implies there exists c a e such that u + c = b ; 
(If) o+c=b+c implies a=b or a+c=b+c=c; 
where Q, b, c E S throughout (as usual a denotes the inverse relation of s). 
We shall denote the c in (le) by tr - u. It is unique because if b = Q + c = Q + c’, 
then c = c ’ from (lf). If b = a, then we let b - Q = e. 
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D&$&MI (general linear assignment problem (CLAP)). Let (S, +, s) satisfy (1) and 
let CijES for i,jEN={1,2 ,..., n). Find a permutation $ of the set N which 
minim&s . 
over all permutations 9 of N 
Let: MIN denote the minimum of this ‘km”. 
Several examples of GI,AP are given in [2]. It sufhces here to note that 
(2a) if S = R the set of reals and + and s have their normal interptetation, then 
GLAP is the classic assignment problem; 
(2b) if S = R U{-oo), Q + 6 -7 max (a, 6) and s is the usual ordering, then GLAP 
is the bottleneck assignment problem [8]. 
One can deduce from the axioms (1) that the following decomposition is 
possible: there existi a totally ordered index set I (whose order relation can be 
written s without confusion) and a function i : S + I satisfying: 
(3a) ff C b impl.ies i(a)< i(b); 
(3b) i(a + b) = max (i(a), i(b)); 
(3~) i(a)<i(b) implies a +lr = b; 
(3d) a +c = b +c and i(a) = i(b) = i(c) implies a = b. 
This decomposition is described in [9]. For c-;l;inpleteness wegive a justification 
for (3) in an Appendix. 
For example (2a) I r= (0) and i(a) = 0 far a E S. For example (2b) II = R U{-00) 
and i(u) = a. 
For the next section we need the foliowing simple lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let a, b, c E S satisfy 
(4a) a+cGb+c; 
(4b) i(c) 6min (i(a). i(b)); 
then ash. 
Proof. If i(c)<min (i(a), i(b)), then the result follows directly from (3~) and (4a). 
If i(a)< i(b), the result follows from (3a). If i(c) = i(a) = i(b), then a > b would 
imply a + c 2 b + c and hence Q -t c = b + c and hence a = b. Finally if i(a) > i(b) = 
i(c) we have i(a+C)=i(a)>i(b)=i(b+c) which imphes a+c)b+c. 
w 2, ash amd cud impks u-t-csb+d. 
The algorithm described is based on the following simple theorem: 
Tkomm 1. jlRt 4, vi, wj E S for i., j E N satisfy 
@a) & +~jG~j+Wji 
(Sb) i(q) s i(min). 
If permutation # satisfks 
(6) 4 + Q(f) = GJv(f)+ W,(f) fat i E N, 
then # solves GZAP. 
proof, Let Q be any permutation of N, then 
C G(f)+ C w,(f) 22 C 4 + C q(i) Wng Lemma 2) 
feN kN feN ieN 
= C 4 + C %(i) 
ieN feN 
= C Q(i) + ,gN w#(i) = c G&(i)+ C w4p(i)* 
ieN iGN ieN 
Now let CL =zeN Q,tf), b =&4&(i) and C =zieN W,(i). (Sb) hl@eS i(C)s 
rn;r\ (i(a), i(b)). Now apply Lemma 1. 
We now describe the algorithm which can be seen to be based on that of Dinic 
and konrod [7]. 
Step 1: 
z+:=e, iEN; wj:=e, jEN; 
vj:=Cpcln=rnin(q:iEN), jeN. 
Define any # : N + N U(o) which satisfies 
(7 ) a #(i) = Ji(i’) = j # 0 implies i = i’ = p(j), and 
(7b) i = p(j) implies e(i) # 0. 
Note that given # satisfying (7a) e.g. JI = 0 it is easy to satisfy (7b). For if i = p(j) 
and e(i) =0 one can put q(i) = j. 
Step 2. Find i0 such that q%&,) = 0 - if no such i0 exists output +(i) foIr 
i=l 9..‘9 n as an optimal permutation and terminate’ -
tt+:=Cid+Wj, jEN; q(j):=&.), jdV; 
I:+} and J;=L=$ 
Step 3: For each j$ J compute 4 = q - tIj (see 10d) and let dk = min (4 : ias J). 
1 The optimal objective value can then be computed. 
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Step 4: 
Ui:=ZJi+dk, FEZ; wj:=Wj+dk, jcJ. 
If A$ #(N) go to Step 6, otherwise _ 
Step 5: For j&W(k) 
(a) compute ej = 4 - dk and then let m{ = pi + ej ; 
(b) Compute fi = Cp(k)j -k Wj -(s(k) -i- Uj) and then let ??I; = 2)r +fi; 
then 4 : = min (m;, my) and 
q(j): =p(k) if rn,l%$. 
Z:=Zu{p(k)} and J:=JW(k) go to Step 3 
Step 6: Define the bi-partite digraph G = (I, J U {k}, E} where 
Construct the unique path P = (iO, jO, . . . , is, js = k) from iO to k using any labelling 
method. Then p(i,): = & and q(i): = i, for r = 0, 1, . . . , s go to Step 2. 
4. valid@ of the afprftbm 
We observe first that (7) holds throughout. We observe also that UiO= e in Step 
2 and that j E J * p(j) E I throughuut. This is a consequence of ensuring (7b) 
initially. 
We next show that throughout the 
@a) 4 + t?j 6 Cij + Wj, i, jEN; 
(8b) ~pu,+ Zfi = CpG)j + Wi, j E N 
and that on each completion of Step 
(9) Uq(k) + uk = Cq(k)k + wk 
and that on each completion OS Step 
(lOa) &+l?ZjsCij+Wj, iEr,j$J; 
(lob) ZZq(j)+Vj =Cq(j)j + Wj, jcJ; 
(1OC) tiq(j)+PI$ =Cq(j)j + Wj, j$J; 
(10d) mjauj, j&K 
algorithm 
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Pt is trivially true that (8) holds on completion of Step 1. It is also trivial (given 
U i. = e) that ( 10) holds on completion of Srep 2. 
We now show that these relationships h;bld after the updates in Step 4, 5. We 
use to ‘: to indicate an updated value. @Tote that the value of Vj is constant 
throughout.) 
i E I, j E J, iii + Vj =Ui+dk+ui~Cij+Wj+dk=Cij+~j; 
iEZ, j&f, i&-hi = Ui+d~+~j~~+dj+~j=~+~jScij+wj=cij+~j; 
i# I, j E N, 4 + Uj = Ui + 2)j S Cij + Wj 6 Cij + ri;* 
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Thus @a) remains true 
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jd, $“,+ui=~,,+d,+U,=~,#+Wj+d,=~,,+~j; 
iff 4 %UI + uj = t(p~) + vj = ~hj + Wj = h)j + *- 
T’hus (8b) remains true. 
&g(k) + & = &(k, + 4 + o& = %~(k) + mk = Cq(k)k + wk = Cq(k)k + fik. 
Thus (9) is true. 
iEI,jfO, ii,+~aY+4+M;=t(i+m,~C~j+Wj=Ci~+~j; - 
jti J, iiptk) + 4 s %(k) + m; = %k)j + wj = Cp(k)j + %= 
Thus (1Oa) remains true. 
je& ~u,+~j=~u,+d,+Uj=C4ciH+Wj+dk=Cq(i)j+~j. 
This together with (9) implies (lob) remains true. 
= Up(k) + my = Cp(k)j + Wj = Cp(k)j + Gja 
Thus (1Oc) remains true. Inequality (1Od) remains true because 4 = 
q + rnin (q, fi). 
We next show that path P exists in Step 6. We can show that on completion of 
any Step 4 a path exists from i. to k if G is defined as in Step 6. 
On the first execution of Step 4 after a Step 2 we have P = (iO, k). Assume 
inductively that paths exist up to a certain execution of Step 4. Now either 
q(k) = i. and P = ( iO, k) or q(k) = i^ EI. It follows that there exists ff E J with 
i”= p(E). By assumption there is a path P from i0 to & and then P = (p, f, k). 
It follows from (9) and (lob) that (8b) continues to hold aftca J, and p are 
changed in Step 6. 
The algorithm must terminate as each execution of Step 6 increases the number 
of indices i such that +(i)#O by 1 and furthermore Steps 3-5 can be gone 
through at most n times before jumping to Step 6. 
Step 1 can be compkted in O(n*) time and each of Steps 2-6 can be completed 
in O(n) time. 
There can be no more than n executions of Step 6 and associated with each of 
them there is 1 execution of Step 2 and no more than n executions of Steps 3-5. 
Thus the algorithm terminates in O(n3) time. 
It follows from (7a) and (8) that on termination (Sa) and (6) hold. 
It remains only to verify (5b). It holds initially as i(e) s i(a) for CL E S (see 
Appendix). So assume it holds prior to execution of Step 4. 
Now for j$.Iq=q= Uj + 4 implies i(d,)s i(q) and (1Oa) implies that i(wt@ 
max (i(Gj), i(wj)) for i E I. The induction hypothesis implies i(Wj)s i(min). 
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~erefore i(&) s i(min) or i(k) smin (i(c;,) : i E I, jg! J)* Assume the latter 
inequality. Now iI\ = \JI + 1. It follows that for any permutation 4 there exists 
t E N such that t E I, d(t) $ J. Thus i@) 6 i(q,& and hence i(h)b i(& clp& 
and so again i(d& i(min). Thus 
Theotem 2. The algorithm described aboue finds an optimal permutation in O(n’) 
time. 
Let the relation p on S defined by 
apboa=b or a+b${u,h}. 
p is clearly reflexive and symmetric. 
Thus 
p is trcnsitiue. Suppose tzpb and bpc and b f a, c. 
a+c=a+a+b+c=a+b+b+c=b or a+b=a (contradiction), 
a+c=c--,c+a+b =c+b+c+b=c or a+b=b (contradiction). 
p is an equivalence relation. 
(A3 a<bcc and b#e and apt*apb. 
a+b=a+a<e(elsea+b~b>a)+b=e (addinge-atobothsides); 
a+b=b+a+c=a+b+(~-b)=b+(c-b)=c (contradiction). 
As usual let [a] denote the equivalence class of a. 
(A3) a+a=a-+[a]={a}.Ifafb,thena+b=a+a+b+a+b=bor~+b=a. 
We note next that bse-,a+bsa as a=a+b+(e-b)aa+b. Wenotealso 
that a+b=e+a<e or b<e or bee as a,b>e+a+b,a>e. 
(A4) afb and apb and a+b#e 
or +ap(a+b) 
a=band a+a#a. 
Case 1: a~e~b+a>a-kb>b-,ap(a+b) by (A2). 
Case 2: a~Z,>e+a+b>a+a+a+b>a. But 
a+~+-b=~+b+a+b=a or a+b=b (contradiction). 
Case 3: e>ctab 
a+a+b=a-*a+b=c; 
a i a + b = Q + b --) a = e (contradiction). 
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Ifaorb=ethergGsmthhgtoprove. 
W) a,b<c-apb. 
Next let SO={aM:a6e or apb for some bee}. Define f={S,)U([a]:a&$-,} 
and i:Y+I by 
i(a)==& aE& 
=[a1 a&So. 
The ordering in I is de- 
by (A%. 
We next verify (3). 
(3a) This is trivial. 
a+b=a+b=e. 
(3b, 3~) Suppose iirst i(a) = i(b), then i(a + b‘, = i(a) from (A3) and (A4) and 
the remark peeding it. Suppo= next i(a) < i(b), then b > e and a + b = a or 6. If 
a+b=a and ace, then b=e (amtradiction). If UWT, then a+bab>a. Thus 
a+b=bistheonlypossi&ility. 
(3d) The possiWties for (5 b, c are: 
(i) c=e: a=b trivially. 
(ii) cifeandafcand~: a+c#cfromthedefhitionofpandsoa=b by 
(W. 
(iii) c#e and a=c: a+c=c implies [a]=(a) and a>e as ace 3nplies 
ah-a) and a#( e-a). Thus i(b) = i(a) impties b = a. 
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